Consigned by Michele Morgan, Godfrey, IL, Agent

COOKIELICIOUS
(Illinois Eligible)

BAY Filly; Foaled May 1, 2015; Brand SN96


1st Dam
FINAL DESIRE p.3,1:54.1 ($57,243) by Final Cheers p.1:49.3. 9 wins. At 3, second in ISOBA Spring Preview and IDOA at Springfield. At 7, race timed 1:52.4. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SECRET DESIRE p.4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p.4,1:50.3. 5 wins and a Meadowlands winner. Dam of 12 of racing age, 9 raced, 6 winners. Dam of:

SECRET RUNNER p.2:1:59.3; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner) ($90,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner leg of ISS; second in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at Indianapoils and in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at HOP. At 2, race timed 1:57.2. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

FINAL DESIRE p.3,1:54.1 (m, Final Cheers) ($7,243). 8 wins. As above.

IMNOITASONOFABEACH p.1:57.4; 4,1:54.4 (m, Jenna's Beach Boy) ($12,472). 4 wins. At 2, race timed 2:01.3. At 3, third in KYSS at Lexington; race timed 1:54.3.

RUSH STEPS HIGH p.2:20.4f (m, Thru Chan) ($1,881). At 2, winner INFS at Portland; third in ISS at Indiana Downs and race timed 1:58.4. Dam of RUSH COUNTY SMOKE p.4,1:57.3 and RUSH JUSTIN TIME p.2,2:06.4h, her only foals.


3rd Dam
FLYING GERTIE p.3,2:05.3f; 2:01.1h ($31,269) by Flying Brevy,4.2:00.2. At 3, winner KYFS at Paducah, Sturgis and Benton; second at Mayfield. Dam of 5 foals, including:

SECRET DESIRE p.4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p.4,1:50.3. 5 wins and a Meadowlands winner. Dam of 12 of racing age, 9 raced, 6 winners. Dam of:

SECRET RUNNER p.2:1:59.3; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner) ($90,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner leg of ISS; second in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at Indianapoils and in leg of ISS at HOP. At 2, race timed 1:57.2. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

FINAL DESIRE p.3,1:54.1 (m, Final Cheers) ($7,243). 8 wins. As above.

SECRET DESIRE p.4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p.4,1:50.3. 5 wins and a Meadowlands winner. Dam of 12 of racing age, 9 raced, 6 winners. Dam of:

SECRET RUNNER p.2:1:59.3; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner) ($90,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner leg of ISS; second in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at HOP. At 2, race timed 1:57.2. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

RUSH STEPS HIGH p.2:20.4f (m, Thru Chan) ($1,881). At 2, winner INFS at Portland; third in ISS at Indiana Downs and race timed 1:58.4. Dam of RUSH COUNTY SMOKE p.4,1:57.3 and RUSH JUSTIN TIME p.2,2:06.4h, her only foals.


4th Dam
GERTIE MAUDEEN 2:14.2h by Little Pat W. 2:10h. Dam of 12 foals, 10 winners, including:

GERTIE'S TOP G.B. p.3,2:04; 2:00 (g, Top Pro) ($118,167). At 3, winner KYFS at Paducah, Mayfield and Hopkinsville; second at Lebanon.

FLYING GERTIE p.3,2:05.3h; 2:01.1h ($31,269) by Flying Brevy,4.2:00.2. At 3, winner KYFS at Paducah, Sturgis and Benton; second at Mayfield. Dam of 5 foals, including:

SECRET DESIRE p.4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p.4,1:50.3. 5 wins and a Meadowlands winner. Dam of 12 of racing age, 9 raced, 6 winners. Dam of:

SECRET RUNNER p.2:1:59.3; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner) ($90,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner leg of ISS; second in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at Indianapoils and in leg of ISS at HOP. At 2, race timed 1:57.2. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

FINAL DESIRE p.3,1:54.1 (m, Final Cheers) ($7,243). 8 wins. As above.

SECRET DESIRE p.4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p.4,1:50.3. 5 wins and a Meadowlands winner. Dam of 12 of racing age, 9 raced, 6 winners. Dam of:

SECRET RUNNER p.2:1:59.3; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner) ($90,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner leg of ISS; second in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at HOP. At 2, race timed 1:57.2. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

RUSH STEPS HIGH p.2:20.4f (m, Thru Chan) ($1,881). At 2, winner INFS at Portland; third in ISS at Indiana Downs and race timed 1:58.4. Dam of RUSH COUNTY SMOKE p.4,1:57.3 and RUSH JUSTIN TIME p.2,2:06.4h, her only foals.


5th Dam
FLYING GERTIE p.3,2:05.3; 2:01.1h ($31,269) by Flying Brevy,4.2:00.2. At 3, winner KYFS at Paducah, Sturgis and Benton; second at Mayfield. Dam of 5 foals, including:

SECRET DESIRE p.4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p.4,1:50.3. 5 wins and a Meadowlands winner. Dam of 12 of racing age, 9 raced, 6 winners. Dam of:

SECRET RUNNER p.2:1:59.3; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner) ($90,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner leg of ISS; second in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at Indianapoils and in leg of ISS at HOP. At 2, race timed 1:57.2. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

FINAL DESIRE p.3,1:54.1 (m, Final Cheers) ($7,243). 8 wins. As above.

SECRET DESIRE p.4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p.4,1:50.3. 5 wins and a Meadowlands winner. Dam of 12 of racing age, 9 raced, 6 winners. Dam of:

SECRET RUNNER p.2:1:59.3; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner) ($90,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner leg of ISS; second in leg of ISS at Indianapolis and in leg of ISS at HOP. At 2, race timed 1:57.2. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

RUSH STEPS HIGH p.2:20.4f (m, Thru Chan) ($1,881). At 2, winner INFS at Portland; third in ISS at Indiana Downs and race timed 1:58.4. Dam of RUSH COUNTY SMOKE p.4,1:57.3 and RUSH JUSTIN TIME p.2,2:06.4h, her only foals.